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The Delhi Public School Society 
Common Revision Assignment 

Class – V [2018-19] 
Mathematics [Module 1] 

Maximum Marks: 30     Maximum Time: 1 hour 
 

Student’s Name: ____________________________Roll no: ______ Sec.: _______   
 

General Instructions: 
• All questions are compulsory. All questions are of 1 mark each. 
• Rough work can be done on a separate sheet 
• Answers are to be written only in the space provided. 

S. 
No. 

Question 
Answers 

1 The numeral for 900000 + 70000 +4000 +500 + 60 +7 is 
_______________. 
 

9,74,567 

2 1 + greatest 7-digit number is _________________. 
 

1,00,00,000 

3 The Predecessor of the smallest 6-digit number is 
__________________. 
 

99,999 

4 The largest 8-digit number without repeating any 
digit having 7 at units place is ________________. 
 

9,86,54,327 

5 Write the next number of the series  
78, 35, 267 ; 78, 25, 267 ; 78, 15, 267 ; 
____________________. 
 

78, 5, 267 

6 Choose the symbol that will make this statement 
true  
54 +19          34 + 29 
 

(a) >      (b) <      (c) = 

> 

7 A gardener bought 450 Mango trees. He wants to 
plant 15 trees in each row. How many rows can he 
plant? ____________________. 

450 / 15 = 30 
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8 The sum of two numbers is 688. If one number is 80 

greater than the other, what is the smaller number? 
_____________________. 
 

*688 – 80 = 608 
*608 / 2 = 304 

*1st number = 304 
2nd no. – 304 + 80 = 384 

9 If we subtract 7362 from 10,000 then the place value 
of the digit 3 in the answer is ____________________. 
 

2638 = Tens place 

10 Joy had 45 stickers. Mary has 20 more stickers than 
Joy. How many stickers must Mary give to Joy so 
that both of them have equal number of stickers? 
_______________________. 
 

• 20 / 2 = 10 
= 10 stickers 

11 What would be the cost of 2 litres of ice cream and 2 
boxes of ice cream cones? ________________________. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2 litres Icecream = 240 X 2 
= 480 

2 boxes of ice cream cones 
= 50 X 2 = 100 

Total Cost = 580 

12 Raj selects a number between 50 and 70 and adds it 
to 699 correctly. 
Which of these could be the answer Raj gets? 
 

(a)  725      (b) 748      (c) 765      (d) 799 
 

699 + 66 = 765 

13 A number is subtracted from 264. The answer is 
LESS THAN 100. What could the number be? 
 

(a)  83      (b) 160     (c) 164      (d) 177 
 

264 – 177 = 87 

14 The product of the smallest 4-digit number and the 
greatest 1 digit odd number is 
_______________________. 

1,000 X 9 = 9,000 

₹ 240 

1 litre 

12 Cones  

₹50 
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15 Arman puts 504 bottles of orange syrup and 186 

bottles of rose syrup equally on 6 shelves. How 
many bottles of syrup does he put on each shelf? 
 

(a) 31 bottles      (b) 115 bottles      (c) 84 bottles      (d) 
190 bottles 
 

504 / 6 = 84 
186 / 6 = 31 

 
Bottles of syrup he puts 
on each shelf = 84 + 31 = 

115 

16 Double of (250 + 250 + 250 + 250) = 
___________________ 
 

2000 

17 Renu baked 1000 Muffins. She sold 800 of them. She 
gave the rest equally to twenty of her friends. How 
many muffins did each of her friend 
get?____________________________. 
 

10 

 
 

18 

 

What is the value of ________? 
 

 +    +    = 250              
 

    -    =  25 
 
 

75 

19 A table costs `1500. How many `50 currency notes 
would you need to buy it? 
 

(a)  10      (b) 20      (c) 30      (d) 40 
 

30 

20 Ronit gets `250 and Bhola gets `375 every week as 
pocket money. In two weeks, how much more 
money does Bhola get than Ronit? 
____________________________. 
 

375 – 250 = 125 
125 X 2 = 250 

21 Sonu took a 500 rupee note to the stationery shop. 
She bought 2 pens @ `60 each and a register for `285. 
How much money did she get back? 
_________________________. 

120 + 285 = 405 
500 – 405 = 95 
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22  

OFFER 
 
BUY 2 LARGE PIZZA AND GET `150 CASHBACK 
 
A family ordered 2 large Pizza for `450 each and a 
medium Pizza for `200. Total bill they had to pay = 

`_____________________(with the offer shown 
above). 

 
 

450 + 450 + 200 = 1100 
1100 – 150 = 950 

23 The rate list of vegetables in mother dairy is given 
below: 

 
 
 

Items Price per Kg (`) 
Onions 25 
Potatoes 20 

Tomatoes 30 
Cauliflower 40 
Lady finger 35 

 
Deepak bought 2 kg onions, 2 kg potatoes and 1 
kg lady finger. How much money did he spend? 
`_____________________ 
 

 

25 X 2 + 2 X 20 + 1 X 35 = 
125 

24 What is the smallest 4-digit number divisible by 3? 
____________________. 
 

1002 

25. What is the highest common factor of 42 and 162? 
____________________. 6 
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26. Which group shows the prime factorization of the 
number 104. 
 

(a) 2 × 2 × 2 × 13 
(b) 2 × 4 × 13 
(c) 4 × 26 
(d) 2 × 2 × 26 

 

a) 
As 4 and 26 are not the 

prime numbers. 

27. 8 is a factor of 32, L.C.M of 8 and 32 is 
_________________________. 
 

32 

28. The number 2500 is the ________ multiple of 50. 
 50 

29. What is the smallest number which is a multiple of 
both 5 and 6? 
________________. 
 

30 

30. A tailor had 40m of cloth. He sold 16m of it and 
divided the remaining into 4 equal pieces. What was 
the length of each piece of remaining cloth? 
________________________. 
 

40 – 16 = 24 
24 / 4 = 6m 

 


